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Abstract. Smart homes are intelligent integrated environments, which provide
residents with various and convenient automated service based on wired or
wireless network using interface of home appliances, sensors and systems in
living space. Context-awareness technology is essential to recognize the
inhabitants’ context of in smart home research. This paper presents a simulator
in a virtual space with virtual sensors and a virtual user for context-awareness
in a living space. User data generated by the presented simulator is trained
through an SVM Classifier; as a result the user activity reasoning model based
on context-awareness in a virtual space was created.
Keywords: smart homes, context-awareness, SVM, simulation, user activity
reasoning

1

Introduction

Smart homes have become an active topic of research with the continuous interest.
Smart homes are intelligent integrated environments, which provide residents with
various and convenient automated service based on wired or wireless network using
interface of home appliances, sensors and systems in living space [1]. Contextawareness technology is essential to recognize the inhabitants’ activity and context
information in smart home research. Context-awareness is the technology to
recognize human activity, voice and the environmental change surrounding the people
[2], this makes it possible to identify the desire and to control the environment to
provide necessary services to the occupants. Indeed, many studies are needed for the
collection of data including activities of daily living for context-awareness research in
living space, to do this the various researchers are progressing in the actual living
space equipped with devices and users have wearable sensors. For the experimental
environment, the restrictions such as high cost, long periods and resistance of
participants arise. In addition, it is difficult to maintain the consistency of the data
collected due to the long experiment period. To remove these kinds of constraints the
researches using simulators, which make the virtual space and generate the data in a
relatively short period.
Smart home research using simulation is divided into implementation of user
activity recognition algorithm and service validation using context-awareness [3].
Simulators for user activity recognition research are based on the event-driven
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approach. The activities invoke each event in a virtual space, they are used in activity
recognition algorithm tests together with sensor data. SIMACT simulates the smart
home using a virtual sensor of a 3D engine, which creates the data for activity
recognition algorithm test and research [4]. Persim is a simulator to create realistic
sensory data using 3D space, sensors, smart character modeling and it generates the
automatic scenario. It creates the data in a virtual space, in which the virtual character
lives and actuates the sensors, and proves data similar to the data from the real world
[3].
The simulators for context-awareness aims for the validation of predefined
services and the functions of smart homes before implementing in the real world. Fu
et al proposes Context-awareness Simulators for smart home systems based on the
XML and rule-based system which provides the service in a virtual living space by a
user’s location change [5]. UbiREAL is a simulation application to automatically
control the virtual devices in a 3D virtual space based on contexts. In addition,
UbiREAL provides a GUI module allowing users to place virtual devices in a 3D
smart home, to change the state of a virtual device and visualizing the route of an
avatar, so that users can observe the action of the devices by context information
intuitively [6].
In this paper, we implement a simulator to collect the data for creation of a user
activity reasoning model based on context-awareness. For this, we define the virtual
space in a simulator similar to the real world, divide the whole living space into the
detail area and then we place the objects and sensors on those constructions. We
extract the typical activity types that can occur in a living space, and we use the
collected data through the simulator to train the reasoning model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the user activity
reasoning model based on context-awareness in a virtual living space. Section 3
describes the experiment environment using the simulation and the results. In section
4, we draw the conclusions of this paper.

2

The user activity reasoning model

The user activity reasoning model presented in this paper consists of a simulator to
collect a user’s activity data and the activity reasoning model. The simulator is a
virtual space and contextual information collect module. The activity reasoning model
is composed of the feature selection and preprocessing, the learning module, the
reasoning model and the proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 1. To generate the data
for reasoning model, we build a virtual space, place the objects and sensors in a
simulator, then create a virtual character. In this space, the activity and environmental
information is collected through the user data collection module when the virtual
character moves and uses the objects. The data is used in training of a user’s activities
via classifier module. The activity classification results are used to create the model to
infer and validate the user’s activity.
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Fig. 1. The user activity reasoning model

The living space consists of the detailed space based on the main purpose of the
specific space. In each detailed space, the various things associated with peoples’
actions exist and the space is divided by the place occupied by the things [7]. In this
research, we classified the five types of space such as living room, kitchen, hallway,
bathroom, and bedroom based on the main purpose of the space which is a normal
one-room type.
In this paper, of those 3 characteristics used in a research [7], we divided the
detailed space using characteristics of a goal and movement. The space is divided into
a specialized area, a residence area and a comfort area based on the characteristic of
the goal of using the furniture and appliances. The space is divided into a static area
and a moving area based on the characteristic of movement with flow line in a space.
This segmented area can be added to or changed when objects or the spaces are added
accordingly.
It is important to arrange the sensors in the virtual living space to capture the
context information of the user in that place and the status of the objects. We use
sensors such as camera sensor, current sensor, pressure sensor, contact sensor, light
detection sensor, temperature and humidity sensor. They are designed to have same
function as those in the real world. For the contextual information, we use the data
such as spatial information and the area information in which a user does for the
current activity, objects used by the inhabitant, whether or not to use an object,
posture or the behavior of a user, the previous activity, the start time and the duration
time of the current activity, week day/holiday, weather, and temperature.
The typical behaviors in a living space are extracted using the survey statistics for
the life time of whole population [8]. We use activity types like meal preparation,
eating, washing, putting on clothes, laundry, folding clothes, cleaning, watching TV,
using a computer, going out, relaxing, and sleeping. The series of activities in a virtual
living space are defined as a composite activity. Each composite activity is made up
of a set of basic activities and environment information with a user’s activity.
For the learning module in our research, we used SVM which was developed by
Vapnik, a Russian statistician, in 1995. SVM is currently recognized as the classifier
having the best generalization ability [9], it shows the best performance in users
activity recognition research comparing the other classifiers [10].
To get a high accuracy of activity reasoning model, we need a certain amount or
more data to be accumulated; this data should be used in the learning module. To train
the SVM classifier, it requires the data values represented by a vector of number
64
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rather than the unstructured data type. Therefore, the context information created in a
virtual space which is represented by the character type or categorized data should be
converted to a numeric value. Of the data acquired from defined sensors, if they have
a value of variable length or non-numeric form, then they should be transferred to
numeric form data as well. We obtain the activity classification results through these
data after the preprocessing and the training for classifiers. At this time, we process
the training for classifiers using the subset data randomly selected, we validate the
activity reasoning using the remainder data set. When the training and the validation
of the proposed model is complete, with this model it is possible to deduce the
specific activity using space, user and environment information.

3

Experiment and the results

The simulator is composed of a virtual space and a virtual character and is built using
Unity3D for the presented user activity reasoning model. We implemented the
simulator to collect the data of user’s activity, location and sensor values by
manipulating the character.

Fig. 2. Simulation screen

Creating the data through the simulator is the method to overcome the limitation of
the data collection in the reality to keep the consistency of data. If we run the
simulation repeatedly and collect the data, a large amount of data can be generated
with less cost and less time than the actual experiment. This makes the system more
accurate. The simulator simply consists of a virtual space and a virtual character,
within a virtual space, a user moves by operating the player character using a
keyboard and a mouse while a character interacts with objects. During this simulation,
related contextual information is saved in a database.
When a user starts a certain activity, we can adjust the time parameter as shown in
the simulation screen in Fig. 2, and we make it possible to shorten the time in a virtual
space. Before starting a specific activity, we enter the value of activity type, previous
activity, weather, temperature, and time. After the entry we start the experiment, then
we finalize the selected activity type, and finally we terminate it. In this way we can
proceed with the experiment by selecting another activity. Data is created by the
activity type; it consists of an object, status of object, space, time, environment
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information. This data is created only when a certain event occurs, or sensor values
are changed. We generate the series of activity data which can be occurred in a living
space during a day using the simulator. We create the data while changing the
environmental factor. For the experiment, we created 7 weeks data of an adult who
has a normal pattern while giving the different environment information.
Table 1. Reasoning rate for activities
Activity
Meal preparation
Eating
Washing(face, body, brushing
teeth)
Putting on clothes(make up etc.)
Laundry
Folding clothes

Accuracy
90.85
100.00

Activity
Cleaning
Watching TV

Accuracy
97.90
57.75

97.78

Using a Computer

69.09

90.97
76.00
50.00

Going Out
Relaxing
Sleeping

90.86
75.23
70.12

The 10 types of activity data created by the simulator, they are used in a user’s
activity reasoning after training the classifier. The reasoning accuracy is the
probability to infer the certain activity correctly using contextual information data.
The reasoning accuracy is a percentage of the number of data correctly inferred
divided by the total number of generated data by activity type. The result of the
experiment and the reasoning is summarized as the Table 1. As shown in the Table 1,
the activities which occurs frequently in a home, such as meal preparation, eating,
washing, putting on clothes, cleaning or going out shows high accuracy; activities
which have a low frequency of occurrence such as laundry, folding clothes, and using
a computer or the activities which have the probability to occur in the same place like
relaxing, watching TV and sleeping shows low accuracy relatively.
The proposed model is based on the learning module, so it is possible to create
new reasoning model after we change new objects/activity types in a simulator or we
want to apply a new behavior pattern. In that case, we simply regenerate the user data
after reflecting the changes.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a user model as a learning model based on context
information including the detail space in a virtual living space and composite
behavior occurred in the area. We performed the simulation using a virtual character
based on the typical activities can occur in a living space and created the contextual
data doing this. User’s activity and environment information is used to train the
classifier module by each activity type, the activity classification results as a result of
learning used for user’s activity reasoning model.
We expect the proposed model in this paper can be used for context-awareness of
multiple-residents in the same place where the users do the behaviors including
interaction between them and the inferring the activity of the single-inhabitant. In our
66
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future work, we will evaluate performance of user activity reasoning through the
additional data generation using the proposed simulator.
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